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Gi t Hub:

Back gr ound: Video Reasoning

Task : Object Perm anence

Existing DL approaches suffer from spatiotemporal biases when
applied to video reasoning problems.
Swimming?
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Hopper : A Univer sal Fr am ework for Video Reasoning

Appli cat i ons

Object Permanence: Ability to represent the existence and the
trajectory of hidden moving objects.

Change
doorknob?

?
?

Learning object permanence requires reasoning!

?
?

Scene
Bias

AR/VR

Dataset
Bias

Humans subconsciously perform reasoning all the time ...

Anti-theft
System

Object-centric learning : humans think in terms of entities and relations between them.
Tracking : aggregate sequence features in time order and give consistent feature representations.
Multi-step compositional reasoning : humans think in steps and understand the world as a sum of its parts.
Contrastive debiasing : model should not make the correct prediction without seeing the correct evidence.

Public Safety

Reasoning matters!
?

Human reasoning : Ability to manipulate
knowledge entities in terms of relations.

?

Shopping : What items the shopper should be billed for?

Machine reasoning : Algebraically
manipulate previously acquired knowledge
in order to answer a new question.
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Self-Driving : Is there a pedestrian in the front who tries to cross

?

the street?
?

CATER Dat aset
?

Snitch Localization under Occlusion and Containment :

A diagnostic dataset that implicitly require spatiotemporal
understanding and multi-step compositional reasoning.

Retail Intelligence

and so on ...

CATER-h: New Unbi ased Dat aset

Mul t i -Hop Tr ansform er (MHT)

CATER is highly imbalanced in terms of the temporal
cues : A diagnostic dataset that implicitly require spatiotemporal

MHT reasons by hopping over frames and
selectively attending to objects in the frames,
until it arrives at the correct object that is the
most important for the task.
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understanding and multi-step compositional reasoning.

CATER-h (CATER-hard): A more difficult video reasoning
dataset to avoid any model to achieve high performance by
taking shortcut through only looking at the last few frames.
?

...

Robotic
Manipulation

Soccer : Which player initiated the pass that resulted in a goal?

Quali t at ive Resul t s
-

Visualizing
the most
attended
object(s) of
every hop ...

Different types of objects & objects move simultaneously.
Objects can be occluded / contained / carried by other objects
Every video has a special object called Snitch
Problem set-up: classification

Cont ribut i ons

Experim ent s

- Multi-hop reasoning automatically with interpretability.
- Weak supervision and differentiable reasoning, no
supervision for intermediate frames.

- Contrastive debiasing loss to reduce spatiotemporal
biases.
- Extensive studies & SOTA accuracy.
- Release a new CATER-h dataset that requires longer
reasoning hops.

Potential Impact :
- Improved neural network designs with structural priors
encouraging compositional multi-step reasoning.
- Capable for handling any complex time-ordered
sequences.

?
Our proposed multi-hop spatiotemporal reasoning model outperforms SOTA .

Contrastive debiasing loss via masking out:
More in the paper!

- MHT provides
more
transparency to
the reasoning
process.
- MHT implicitly
learns to
perform
snitch-oriented
tracking
automatically.

